CHAPTER 2.
PARLIAMENTARY SUPREMACY,
A*
History of Parliamentary Supremacy*
we have seen that a system of parliamentary government involves
the supremacy of Parliament, Before discussing the legal meaning
of legislative supremacy, its practical limitations and how far Parlia-
ment in fact exercises its legislative powers, we shall give a brief
account of the stages by which Parliament established itself as the
sole legislative authority, and how it has come to exercise political
supremacy by controlling the Executive. legislative supremacy was
established by the end of the seventeenth century. The responsibility
of the Executive to Parliament was not clearly established till after
the Representation of the People Act, 1832*
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Middle Ages, It was recognised in the Middle Ages that an Act of Parliament
could change the common law. With the Reformation there dis-
appeared the idea that there were pertain ecclesiastical rules and
doctrines that Parliament could not touch. Henry VIII* and Eliza-
beth I. made the Crown of England supreme over all persons and,
causes and used Parliament to attain this end. Even in the seven-
teenth century it was contended that there were certain natural laws
which were immutable,1 but the common lawyers were the alliet:of
Parliament in the seventeenth-century struggle with the Crown tut in
order to defeat the Crown's claim to rule by prerogative
to concede that the common law could only be
Parliament*
The struggle     Legislative supremacy involves not only the right to
law but also that no one else should have that right. In many spfewes
^ j^jng»s prar0gative at the beginning of the seventeenth century
was undefined and the King exercised through the Council a residue
of judicial power which enabled him to enforce hfe prerogative
powers* Acts of Parliament which purpoUed to take iwny my of
the inseparable prerogatives of the Crown were held invalid*1 The
struggle for legislative supremacy is closely connected with
prerogative to be discussed in Part IV.
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